
Article DiscussionArticle Discussion

1. Harmful - Causing or capable of causing harm.
Sample sentence: Too much exposure from the sun is harmful to the 
skin.

2. Artificial - made by human skill; produced by humans.
Sample sentence: Some farmers use artificial fertilizer instead of 
natural fertilizer.

3. Consist - to be made up or composed.
Sample sentence: This cake consists mainly of sugar, flour, and butter.

4. Tube- A long narrow objects similar to a pipe that liquid or gas can         
move through. 
Sample sentence: a tube of toothpaste.

5. Evaporates - to give off moisture.
Sample sentence: The warm sun evaporated the dew.

6. Vapour - A visible suspension in the air of particles of some 
substance.

Sample sentence: Plants may then release less water vapor to the 
ambient air.

7. Mimic -to imitate or copy in action, speech, etc., often playfully or 
derisively.

Sample sentence: He says she will often mimic the questions to    
friends at school.

Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
Electronic cigarette looks like a real one, it has the same taste and it 
is far less harmful than a real one. Its use is growing in Germany. 

The so-called e-cigarette is an artificial plastic cigarette that looks like 
a toy or a joke item. It consists of three parts: a small battery, a tube 
in which is the liquid and electronic dispensers. 

Where the real cigarette has embers, when you take a smoke with an 
e-cigarette a small LED shines because there is no smoke. Each time 
the liquid evaporates. When smoking, small clouds are coming out of 
the mouth, as with the real cigarettes, but you do not feel the smoke, 
because there is no smoke but there is vapor instead. 

It does not burn harmful tobacco, but it evaporates liquid consisting of 
water, propylene glycol, nicotine concentrates of different strengths. 
In order to achieve smoker's enjoyment as realistic as possible, this 
liquid is enriched with a variety of flavors that mimic the distinctive 
taste of tobacco. If desired, in the fluid can be added other flavors 
such as peppermint, vanilla or chocolate.

Let's read
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Vocabulary Discussion A

1. If you were to choose between E-cigarettes and the 
real one, which one would you choose and why?

2. What are some health problems that smoking can 
cause?

1. Have you, your family or friends ever tried to quit 
smoking?

2. What is the best way to quit?
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